
Moving To A New Apartment? Make It Cat Proof 
With The Help Of Packers And Movers Kolkata 
Guide

Address
Baba Lokhnath apartment, Ground Floor,Near housing choke,Delhi Road, Dankuni, 
Kolkata West Bengal 700001 India

Contact Person
Mobile Number 07023102310

Email prekhshasharma34577@gmail.com

Packers and Movers in Kolkata

If you have cat in your family then you know what powers their claws and curiosity holds, the power to destroy your 
cloths, linens and furniture, we can handle them but our landlord can't so we can't let any kind of scratch in someone 
less property and even on our possessions too and for doing that thankfully we have lots of options to make our new 
apartment cat proof. Proofing your apartment is not only related to the safety of your goods but it also save your cat 
from any injury so shall we see how to enjoy double benefit through this #Packers and #Movers in #Kolkata guide.

Hey folks now move your cuddly kitten and cat without tension of catching any disease as Packers And Movers 
Kolkata to Mumbai pet relocation services are here, they help in local, domestic as well as international relocation 
for the safety of your pet they use clean and hygienic cage and take care your cat’s requirement without any 
negligence. Movers and Packers Kolkata not only assist in pet relocation but also helps in household shifting, 
corporate shifting, vehicle shifting, warehousing and storage facility and many more and they are from top 4 moving 
companies because they work with highly qualified team and advance resources. For the safety of your goods you can 
also avail insurance services Packers and Movers Kolkata experts will help you out if you need one.
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Inspect Your Apartment And Bring Change In Your Habits-

1. Check Your Window Screens:

If you have a habit of opening your windows frequently then its must to check its screens as some screens easily pop 
out under a pressure which can lead to injury or escaping of your cat, so if your screens really pop out then open only 
the window cracks or ask your management for any help.

2. Dustbin And Trash Can:

Many cats have tendency to explore things, so this curiosity can induce them to explore your dustbin and trash can, if 
that happen then you know your cat may be harm by it and also it will create a mess in your home so always choose a 
dustbin and trash can with a lid and choose a plastic one not a steel one as the steel cans have sharp edges which can 
harm your cat.

3. Put Your Toilet Lid Down:

Kittens are drawn to small amount of water so for there safety its best to keep your toilet lid down.

4. Dryer And Dishwasher:

Cats love warm places so when you are done using your dryer and dishwasher make sure to close them so to save your 
cat from trapping inside there.

5. Candles:

Never leave candles unattended as your cats fur can catch fire through it, so keep in check when you lit one.

6. Furniture:

If you have furniture which have lifting foot then always check underneath before you putting it up as cats have 
tendency to hide in tight spaces. Also for saving your furniture from any dent or scratch you can try availing Packers 
and Movers in Kolkata moving services.



7. Inform Your Management:

Never hide this fact from your management that you have pet if you want to avoid any embarrassing situation.

How To Protect Our Possession And Apartment:

1. Your Breakables:

If you have fragile items then keep them in a save place where your cat cant reach, if you think keeping them on the 
high shelve can save them then you are wrong your curious cuddly can jump there. Now save your fragile items 
during move by availing Packers And Movers Kolkata to Haridwar packing and moving services.

2. Clip Your Cat's Claw:

If you clip your cat's claw on a regular basis then your furniture as well as cat will be protected, you don’t need any 
special trimer just use your regular nail clipper, garb your cat under one harm and gently grab its paw, now press its 
pad to extent the claw and carefully clip there nail by avoiding pinky part which have never endings.

3. Get Scratching Item:

Save your apartment and your carpet from your cat claws by bringing an inexpensive scratching board which are 
available at pet stores. You can make on your won using cardboard box.

4. Furniture Covers:

We can't stop our cat from shedding, so why not to find a covers for our furniture. Protect your furniture when not in use 
through it and uncover it when your gang comes, also you can wash them periodically.

Hope this will be of some help and all the best for your relocation.
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